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ABSTRACT
This study examines the effect of a time-varying parameterization for subsidence in the
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) on a one-dimensional coupled land-atmosphere
model. Measurements of large-scale divergence in the ABL are scarce and often marred
by error, providing the motivation to model this important physical process and estimate
its values from indirect but related observations. Constant parameterizations of large-
scale divergence and/or subsidence velocity are adequate for periods within a
characteristic synoptic time scale, but longer studies require a parameterization that yields
to local atmospheric change. After confirming the potential significance of subsidence in
the ABL, this experiment investigates two key areas: (1) the ability to model subsidence
change as a response to estimated time-varying model error and (2) the net improvement
and potential benefits of this enhancement. This study indicates a consistent reduction of
root-mean-square error scores for the time-varying subsidence (divergence) parameter
scheme versus a constant parameterization for the 2 m specific humidity measurement,
with negligible change to the 2 m temperature measurement. Model error does not
improve explicitly, in spite of the presumed improvement to model physics. However, the
unknown nature of the model error precludes an accurate diagnose of change, thus
leaving the root-mean-square-error scores as the principal tool of evaluation and hence
the justifying the potential usefulness of the time-varying parameterization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
From the linearized form of the vertical component of the conservation of momentum
for turbulent flow under the Boussinesq approximation,
d(W+w') p ' ap' a a (1)+w)
dt p gX 2
the linearly averaged vertical velocity, (W), is frequently defined as subsidence'. It plays
a minimal role in the momentum equation because it rarely exceeds 0.1 Ims - , whereas
vertical velocity fluctuations (w') can vary up to 5 ms- 1 (Stull 1988). However,
subsidence can have a significant influence on mass conservation, mixed layer growth
and particulate dispersion in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). The important
potential influence of subsidence on ABL dynamics is well documented (Stull 1988,
Sempreviva and Gryning 2000, Yi et al. 2001). Being a linearly averaged velocity, it
represents the mean rate of divergence in the ABL and is governed principally by
synoptic-scale weather. Measurement of this low-magnitude velocity is particularly
difficult by plane due to the corrupting velocity bias and by in-situ observation because of
background noise in the signal. Consequently, when modeling the ABL, subsidence is
often solved from divergence estimates, parameterized or neglected all together.
Subsidence receives varied treatment among ABL models. A scarcity of
divergence measurements typically forces parameterization. The parameterization differs
for models based on a turbulent kinetic energy budget (Driedonks 1982, Driedonks and
Tennekes 1984) versus slab ABL models (Steyn and Oke 1982, Batchvarova and
Gryning 1994, Ek and Mahrt 1994). In some cases, subsidence is explicitly neglected (De
Ridder 1997, McNaughton and Spriggs 1986, ME04), deemed negligible (Batchvarova et
al. 1999, 2001) or implicitly included as part of a forcing residual (Fitzjarrald 1982,
Sorbjan 1995). The most widely documented technique involves parameterization in a
slab ABL model. In that case, subsidence is parameterized as a velocity and is
incorporated into prognostic governing equations.
Note that the velocity qualifier, 'subsidence,' denotes that the vertical velocity is negative. When used alone,
subsidence' itself refers to any condition of negative vertical velocity. The terms subsidence and subsidence
velocity are often used interchangeably.
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Stull (1973) provides an early reference to the parameterization of subsidence as a
velocity. The vertical gradient of the subsidence velocity is solved by arguments of
continuity in the troposphere, given by:
awL au av(2),
az ax ay)
where Stull (1973) calls WL the vertical wind velocity. Assuming that the large-scale
divergence (RHS of (2)) can be described by a constant, b, integration of (2) gives the
large-scale, mean vertical wind velocity (i.e., subsidence velocity) at height (z):
WL = -bz (3).
Steyn and Oke (1982) incorporate (3) into their mixed layer model, defining a
subsidence parameter () in place of (b). The process of subsidence enters the model
when describing its effects on air parcels in a Lagrangian frame. The total change in the
height of an air parcel owing to large-scale subsidence over a defined time period is used
in conjunction with the mixed layer lapse rate and initial-time parcel potential
temperature to solve the final time parcel potential temperature. Thus, subsidence enters
the model through changes to potential temperature.
Stull (1976) offers a different approach by incorporating (3) into a mixed layer
depth prognostic equation. The large-scale subsidence velocity, combined with the
"cloud-induced subsidence" velocity (Stull 1976) and entrainment velocity, defines the
total time rate change of the mixed layer depth. The strategy of incorporating subsidence
velocity through the ABL height or mixed layer depth prognostic equation is repeated in
successive studies (Deardorff and Peterson (1980), Batchvarova and Gryning (1994),
Sempreviva and Gryning (2000)). McNaughton and Spriggs (1986) and Margulis and
Entekhabi (2004) offer further support for the approach. Although both studies explicitly
neglect subsidence in their mixed layer model, both suggest the potential benefits of the
incorporation of a subsidence velocity in the mixed layer depth prognostic equation.
It is clear that several methods exist for parameterizing subsidence in the ABL.
However, it is apparent that incorporating subsidence through an ABL height or mixed
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layer depth prognostic equation is a commonly accepted and thoroughly tested method.
For this reason, the mixed layer depth approach to subsidence inclusion is selected for
use in this study.
Given its limited magnitude with respect to perturbation vertical velocity, a highly
pertinent question to ask is: Why is it necessary to incorporate a subsidence velocity into
a model of the ABL? One key reason, especially pertinent to one-dimensional coupled
land-ABL models, is its role in mass conservation. In the absence of an explicit solution
to advection, subsidence (based on a measured divergence rate or well-estimated b value)
may provide the only representation of mass continuity changes in the atmospheric
column. A more general reason applicable to all ABL models is its non-negligible effect
on principal ABL state variables and processes. Such key terms include mean ABL
potential temperature (), mean ABL specific humidity (q), entrainment, mixed layer
depth (h), and surface fluxes of sensible heat and latent heat. As will be shown in Section
5, these effects can be significant, amounting to a five to ten percent change in h, for
example. These changes have potential implications in multiple-day ABL studies such as
aerosol dispersion (De Wekker et al. 2004, Price et al. 2004) and CO2 fluxes (de Arellano
et al. 2004) where inadequate subsidence parameterization may unfairly bias any
sensitive chemistry.
One trait common to studies incorporating subsidence into ABL models,
including those described above, is a constant subsidence parameter (e.g., b or ,)6. For
studies of daytime or noctural ABL dynamics (or even periods of a few days or less), this
method is practical given a reliable estimate of b. However, many of the recent ABL
studies referenced above focus on long-term (multiple day) evolution of chemistry. Given
the potential implications of subsidence on mixed-layer depth, temperature and moisture,
all crucial components in aerosol dispersion, it is necessary to implement a subsidence
estimation process that will be valid for long-term model integrations. Moreover, because
subsidence in the ABL is governed by synoptic cycles (roughly four days in the mid-
latitudes), it makes sense to evaluate subsidence and its influence on a similar time scale.
Building on the effects resolved by a constant parameterization (3), this study seeks to
permit long-term ABL study by creating a time-varying subsidence parameterization.
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This study evaluates the viability and net effects of a time-varying subsidence
parameterization on a 1-D coupled land-ABL model (Margulis and Entekhabi 2001,
hereafter ME01) without the constraint of additional observation. It will verify that this
parameterization improves model performance. The model, discussed in Section 4, is
solved by a variational approach where misfit of model estimates and assimilated data
drive a separate adjoint model which seeks to minimize initial value error through an
iterative process. Model improvement is the principal gage for viability, measured by a
reduction in the root-mean-square error (RMSE) score of the model-measurement misfit.
Viability tests also examine changes to model error (representing missing model physics)
owing to the inclusion of subsidence. To diagnose the net effects of the parameterization,
this study enumerates the change to principal ABL state variables and fluxes. Additional
sensitivity tests are conducted to enhance understanding of the effects on the model.
Section 2 of this study examines the analytical effects of subsidence on the ABL
to better understand how this process will affect the model. Section 3 will outline the
design of the study including the tests and the relevance of the experiment. In Section 4,
the model and its components are described. Section 5 presents the experimental results,
which are analyzed in Section 6. Section 7 offers potential applications and future
directions for this work as well as a review of key limitations. This is followed by
conclusions in Section 8.
2. THEORY: THE EFFECT OF SUBSIDENCE ON THE MIXED LAYER
The analytical effect of subsidence on the mixed layer can be discerned
qualitatively by examining a closed first order set of governing equations for a slab
ABL (equations 4-10). Closure here is obtained by parameterizing the entrainment
velocity (we, (6a)). All remaining unknowns not explicitly solved here are specified
(such as Ch, yo and y) or estimated internally (such as G,, HC and Etop). All symbols and
abbreviations are listed in Appendix A.
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Mixed layer energy and moisture budgets:
d9
PCph= (Rad +Rcu + Rgu )e -RA-RAu +Hc +Hg + Hop (4)dt
ph dq = E Eg +Eo p (5)dt
Mixed layer depth:
d = we + WL (6)dt
20 G, exp(-: h) HW = * +Ch (6a)
gh,5 pCp9o
Sensible Heat and Dry Air Entrainment:
Hop = Pcp ' We (7)
Eto p = P q We (8)
Inversion strength:
d9 O - - (9)
dt dt (9)
dq W -dq (10)
dt q e dt
a. Effect of subsidence on entrainment and inversion strength
To understand the effect of subsidence on entrainment, it is necessary to evaluate
the physical changes to , q, 8a q and We through a parametric approach assuming fair
weather conditions. The incorporation of a large-scale, negative vertical velocity, WL,
(a.k.a. subsidence) in (6) serves to reduce the rate of mixed layer growth from the
value determined by the entrainment velocity, We, alone. The reduced mixed layer
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depth increases the magnitude of dO and dq by (4) and (5), respectively. During
dt dt
d9
mixed layer growth, the heat fluxes H, Hg, Ec, Eg and Htop are all positive. Thus,
dt
must sustain a net increase (i.e., net ABL warming). For dq, however, because the
dt
jump in the specific humidity profile across the entrainment layer, q, is generally
negative for daytime conditions, Etop is also negative by construction in (8). Typically,
the magnitude of the dry air entrainment flux will exceed the surface fluxes (EC and
Eg). Following the late-afternoon collapse of the ABL, entrainment fluxes gradually
vanish, while surface fluxes diminsh to nearly zero. Therefore, it is expected that, in
fair weather, the increase in the magnitude of dq due to reduced h provides a net
dt
dq 2
decrease of -and thus promotes net ABL drying 2. At night, in the absence of
dt
entrainment and radiative fluxes, surface fluxes will dictate the heat and moisture
changes in the mixed layer. A discussion of these fluxes follows in Section 2.c.
The two remaining terms that determine net change to the inversion prognostic
equations (9 and 10), which are required to find the net effect of subsidence on
entrainment, are the entrainment velocity (we) and free-atmosphere lapse rates (0 and
dO.yq). The net h decrease and net d increase augment we (6a). However, the net
dt
warming has a detrimental effect on surface sensible heat flux (see Section 2.a.iii), a
major component of the free convection term of (6a). Assuming a typical mid-latitude,
fair weather subsidence velocity (1 cm s-1), the net (positive) h reduction and 
warming components outweigh the net (negative) surface sensible heat flux, giving a
net increase of we. The free atmosphere lapse rates of and q (and Yq,
respectively) are best-fit quadratic equations and must be derived with coefficients to
2 ~~~~~~~dq
2Note that if weather conditions are not fair or if precipitation is imminent, then - may be greater than zero. In
dt
dq
this case, h-reduction will serve to increase-.
dt
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allow the updated h values to fit with radiosondes observations of 0 and q. They are
exempt from influence by subsidence inclusion. Thus, subsidence should provoke net
increase of we.
dq
Consequently, by (10), net ABL drying promotes increasing while the net
dt
We enhancement promotes decreasing q . Order of magnitude estimates suggest thedt
d5q
net drying as dominant. Therefore, sustains a net increase during the day, when
dt
Etop governs -, thus weakening the q inversion. At night, when Ec and Eg are left to
dq d,5q (d5
sustain q - sustains a slight net decrease. The net effect of subsidence on is
dt' dt dt
more nebulous. Both RHS terms of (9) sustain a net increase and are positive values.
Order of magnitude estimates suggest that changes to the second term dominate during
the day, thus leading to a net daytime decrease in ', hence weakening the 
dt
inversion. It is therefore apparent that subsidence has the net effect of weakening both
the q and 9inversions.
The final step in determining the effect of subsidence on entrainment is to apply
the changes in 5a q and we to (7) and (8). The net effect of subsidence on Htop should
vary according to the time of day. Prior to sunrise, the net cooling from surface fluxes
creates a temporarily enhanced inversion (net > 0). Thus, given that net we > 0, net
Htop is initially positive by (7), enhancing sensible heat entrainment. However, as the
mixed layer grows, the subsidence velocity increases, quickly substituting a net
warming in the mixed layer, as described above3. This net warming diminishes the
inversion strength. When the net change to 8o turns negative, net Htop must also turn
negative, reducing sensible heat entrainment. In the afternoon, the net warming
continues, but the net We should gradually wane due to the net reduction of surface
3 Note, also, that the initially net positive Htop will accelerate the warming of the mixed layer.
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sensible heat fluxes (see Section 2.c). Thus, though net Htop should turn negative
during the day, the difference should not be substantial.
The influence of subsidence on Etp is similarly delicate. There is an expected
daytime net increase in q (e.g., less negative, hence, weakened inversion), coupled
with a ubiquitously positive net change to we. Order of magnitude estimates show that
the latter net changes outweigh the former, thus giving a net negative Etp, enhancing
dry air entrainment. Therefore, it is concluded that daytime subsidence has a generally
negative effect on sensible heat entrainment (net ABL cooling) and a consistently
positive effect on dry air entrainment (net ABL drying). At night, subsidence will
likely produce reversed results, but on a much smaller magnitude due to the relatively
weak surface fluxes, with the exception of the sensible heat budget near sunrise as
described above.
b. Effect of subsidence on mixed layer potential temperature and specific humidity
From the results of Section 2.a, it is apparent that subsidence has varied effects on
the terms comprising the mixed layer energy budget (4). Specifically, the net mixed
layer cooling due to sensible heat entrainment reduction competes with the net mixed
layer warming due to mixed layer depth reduction. Additionally, subsidence
indirectly reduces surface sensible heat flux (Section 2.c.i), contributing to ABL
cooling. However, the sensible heat entrainment reduction (Section 2.a) is limited to
the daytime. Moreover, there are variations in the timing of the net effect on surface
sensible heat fluxes, further complicating the net change in mixed layer . Therefore,
although physical intuition suggests a net warming, analytical evidence portrays
opposing forces on temperature. Numerical study is required to confirm a net
warming.
Under fair weather conditions, the net enhancement to dry air entrainment and the
net h reduction owing to subsidence both support a net drying of the mixed layer.
However, surface fluxes support net moistening (Section 2.c.ii). At night, both the
net entrainment and h reduction effects nearly vanish. The remaining, minimal
overnight net h reduction will support a net moistening from surface fluxes (Section
2.c.ii), thus opening the possibility of a net nocturnal moistening from subsidence.
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c. Effect of subsidence on surface fluxes
i. Surface Sensible Heat Flux
The effect of subsidence on surface fluxes appears to vacillate on a diurnal cycle.
In the presence of mixed layer net warming, the surface-air temperature gradient
weakens and, consequently, reduces the ground and canopy sensible heat fluxes, Hg
and H. Given that subsidence velocity peaks in the late afternoon, the net warming
due to h reduction peaks concurrently, minimizing the surface-air temperature
gradient. Combined with a net Htop reduction (Section 2.a), these heat flux reductions
act to counter a net warming. Note the dependence of surface heat flux reduction on
the existence of a net warming to reduce the surface-air temperature gradient. Thus,
in light of the uncertainty posed in Section 2.b with regard to the net effect of
subsidence on ABL potential temperature, it is likely that changes to surface flux will
not create a net ABL cooling but, rather, diminish any net warming. At night, sensible
heat entrainment diminishes to nearly zero, leaving only surface fluxes to cool the
mixed layer (given the presence of a net warming that reduces the surface-air
temperature gradient). These nocturnal fluxes should be considerably smaller given
the minimal h reduction by subsidence overnight. The net effect of subsidence on
surface sensible heat flux, assuming a net mixed layer warming, is a reduction of the
flux (and thus a net cooling), minimized overnight.
ii. Surface Latent Heat Flux
Given a net moistening of the mixed layer (Section 2.b), the ambient vapor
pressure (e) increases. A net warming of the mixed layer may also translate into a net
warming of near surface temperatures at the canopy (To) and ground levels (Tg). Thus,
one may anticipate a net increase of the saturation vapor pressure at the canopy
(e,(Tc)) and ground (es(Tg)). The strength of the canopy (ground) latent heat flux
derives principally from the discrepancy between e and e(To) (es(Tg)). Therefore,
because both the vapor pressure and saturation vapor pressures may increase due to
the presence of subsidence, it is unclear from theory exactly how the strength of the
surface latent heat flux will change. Such a determination requires numerical testing.
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In terms of diurnal variation, because the net warming and net moistening are likely
to wane in the nocturnal boundary layer, it is likely that the net change to the surface
latent heat flux strength will similarly diminish.
3. APPROACH
a. Design
This study applies an ABL subsidence parameterization to a multiple-day setting.
In the interest of focusing on the viability of the time-varying nature of the
parameterization, the method follows that outlined by Stull (1973), Steyn and Oke
(1982) and other subsequent studies referenced in Section .b. The large-scale
subsidence velocity, hereinafter referred to as the subsidence velocity, WL, is defined
by (11). It is identical to (3) but with 'a 'as the subsidence parameter (a.k.a. ABL
large scale divergence parameter, units of s- l) so as to avoid confusion with other
variables already defined in the numerical model. Note also that the mixed layer
depth in (3), z, becomes h following the convention of the model in Section 2:
WL = ,h (11).
The negative sign in (3) is absorbed into 8, such that a negative value represents
subsidence and a positive value implies large-scale ascent in the ABL.
Initial guess estimates of ,i are drawn from a range of values suggested by the
literature for fair weather conditions. Table 1 depicts a range of estimates of the
subsidence/divergence parameter, i,, and/or subsidence velocity from selected ABL
studies. The dataset used in conjunction with this study (Section 4.c) is generally void
of precipitation, but a frontal passage halfway through the period provides a
noticeable change in the local observations (Figure 2). Before and after this event,
generally clear to fair skies and dry weather conditions dominate. In light of the
variable presence of dry conditions and significant ABL divergence, initial i
estimates are generally confined to the range [-1.10x 10- s-' fis , >A -0.40x 10- ss-].
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To make afl time-varying, one can define a simple prognostic first-order ordinary
differential equation (ODE) to describe its growth in time. This ODE and its
operation are described in Section 4. In addition to defining the evolution of Af, the
model (its adjoint, specifically) also acts to revise the initial value of (O) in an
attempt to minimize the misfit between model estimates and the assimilated
measurements. The measurements assimilated, also detailed in Section 4, include a 2
m temperature (T), 2 m specific humidity (qr) and a surface temperature (Ts), all at a
30-minute sampling rate.
It is expected that the initial value estimation process, combined with the ODE,
will allow a reasonable ls o estimate to produce a /A time-series. When this time-series
is applied to (11), it will properly diagnose the evolution of the subsidence velocity
and, subsequently, correct model physics as expected from theory (Section 2). Of
principal interest is how this process will improve model physics and model
performance.
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Estimated
Estimated Subsidence Velocities Subsidence Conditions
Source |Parameter and
WL s ( 10- 5S 1 ) derived from WLA (X 10-5 S-) Remarks
(cms-1) h=0.5km h=1.5km h=2.5km
HighLetzel and High
Raasch(2002) -2.00 -4.00 -1.33 -0.80 pressure,Raasch (2002)claske I___ __ __clear skies
Magnitude of
Sempreviva and -1.20 -2.40 -0.80 -0.48 subsidence
Gryning (2000) exceeds that
...... __________~ _ _ _  _of entrainm ent
Potentially
cloud-topped
ABL; authors
believe WLStevens et al. bleeWStevens et al. -0.65 -1.30 -0.43 -0.26 may be too
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(2001) small, set o
create
adequate
cloud cover
Kirkpatrick et al. -0.30 -0.60 -0 -0.12 Cloud-topped
(2003) ABL
Minimal cloud
Stull (1976) 1.00 cover, mid-
latitudes
Minimal cloud
Stull (1976) 2.60 cover, sub-
tropics
Average of 19
daily
estimates
over 7
months; all
Yi et al. (2000) -1.85 -3.70 -1.23 -0.74 under high
pressure,
clear skies,
minimal
horizontal
wind
Average of 8
nocturnal
Carlson and estimates
Stull (1986) -2.25 -4.50 -1.50 -0.90 1.63 estimatesStullI (1 986) {taken over
five days, fair
weather
Table 1: A comparison of subsidence parameterizations from clear and cloudy sky ABL studies, including constant
subsidence velocity schemes (left column) and constant subsidence / divergence parameters (right column). Note
that the subsidence parameters listed to the right of the subsidence velocities are derived by plugging the velocity
into (11), to allow comparison with right column data.
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b. Experiments
An array of test cases will consider these two issues by comparing results from
three model cases: 'sub' (time-varying ,if parameterization), 'sub constant' (a
constant s parameterization) and 'nosub' (void of any subsidence accounting
method). These three cases are also listed in Table 2 for reference.
Case Title Method of Subsidence Parameterization
sub /J varies in time; /5s evolves according to (14)
sub constant /3, is constant ( = 0.60 x105 S-1) throughout model integration
nosub J = 0 throughout model integration
Table 2: A list of the three cases examined in this study.
The first part of the study will compare the nosub and sub constant schemes with the
objective of evaluating the effects of a constant ,s parameterization on the model.
Physical changes from this parameterization can be measured through state variables
and fluxes, whose direction of change is anticipated from Section 2. The study will
then examine changes in model performance.
The model performance evaluation consists of two studies. First is an assessment
of the model error: a random, time-varying component of all model prognostic ODEs
that quantifies missing processes, to be discussed in Section 4. In theory, because
subsidence should occupy the set of all missing physical processes contributing to
model error in a model without any subsidence parameterization, it is possible that
accounting for this process should reduce the model error magnitude. Being a random
variable, however, any net change incurred may not necessarily indicate a net
improvement because of the unknown nature of the outstanding missing processes.
Nonetheless, it is useful to check the model error to evaluate the extent of change
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wrought by subsidence inclusion. Such values would also be useful in evaluating
mass continuity in the event of advection resolution by the model.
A second test of performance is sensitivity of As(t) and the final value (sj) to A o.
This test will simultaneously examine the convergence of l(t) solutions and how
well the range of fiO values is reduced during integration by the initial condition
estimation procedure (Section 4.b). Reduced RMSE scores of the assimilated
variables will provide evidence of improvement across the various sensitivity tests.
The RMSE is given by 12:
1 YiZ 2RMSE = - (M(Y)iZ) 2 (12),
n i=1
where Zi is the ith observation of variable Z, n is the total number of assimilated Z
observations and M(y)i is the ith model estimate, mapped to Z. A reduced RMSE score
indicates an enhanced capability of the model to match measurement.
The second part of this study is the comparison of the sub and sub constant cases
with the objective of identifying improvement due to the time-varying A/~ scheme. The
method of experimentation is similar to the first part. However, without observations
of subsidence available for comparison, an analysis of the physical changes will not
adequately diagnose improvement. Therefore, the second part will focus primarily on
model performance to demonstrate success with the time-varying scheme.
As stated in Section .c, this experiment seeks to improve the ability to model a
non-negligible physical process without the constraints of limited integration time or
explicit measurement. Although it is a difficult process to quantify, it does vary
slowly in time, thus facilitating the capture of change through parameterization. This
study seeks to take advantage of the latter trait and determine if multiple day ABL
studies can benefit from this effort toward model physics improvement. This method
is expected to provide model improvement versus a case with neglected subsidence
(De Ridder 1997, Margulis and Entekhabi 2004) on the basis of enhanced physics.
However, the method is also anticipated to provide improvement versus a case with a
static Afl parameterization (Stull 1976, Batchvarova and Gryning 1994) because it
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attempts to resolve the previously aliased evolution of a physical process. The
confirmation of these results will signify the validity of the experiment and justify
further studies of a time-varying subsidence parameterization in more complicated,
multi-dimensional ABL and coupled models.
4. MODEL
a. Forward Model
The one-dimensional coupled land-ABL model of ME01 is chosen to study the
effect of time-varying subsidence in the ABL. A complete description of the model is
found in ME01 with modifications in Margulis and Entekhabi (2003, hereinafter
ME03). The full model consists of a forward model of the coupled land-atmosphere
system and its adjoint. Its coupled nature allows for the solution of energy and
moisture budget equations at the land surface and in the ABL, which become the
model prognostic ODEs. The set of all forward model prognostic equations can be
described as:
dy F(y) + o(t) (13),
dt
where y(t) is the state vector, F(y) is a nonlinear vector that is a function of all model
states and at) is the time-varying, unknown model error attributed to y(t). The initial
(prior) model error is set to zero. Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the model
mechanics.
The atmospheric component of the governing equations is captured by (4) through
(10), introduced in Section 2. It consists of a slab mixed layer atop the land surface
(no surface layer included). The ABL energy budget is represented by a prognostic
equation for potential temperature (0 and the ABL moisture budget is represented by
a prognostic equation for specific humidity (q). In addition to ground (Hg, Eg), canopy
(He, Ec) and entrainment fluxes (Ht,,p, Etp) handled by both prognostic equations, the
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energy budget includes a thorough treatment of incoming shortwave and outgoing
longwave radiative fluxes.
The ABL energy and moisture budget equations are complemented by a
prognostic equation for mixed layer height (h). The mixed layer height is coupled to
the free atmosphere through two final prognostic equations governing the 'jump' in
potential temperature (0) and specific humidity () at the top of the ABL. These
'jumps' are requisite features in a slab ABL model that describe the relative strength
of the inversion across the ABL-free atmosphere boundary.
Unique to this study is the addition of an eighth ABL prognostic equation, that of
the subsidence parameter, defined by (14):
dtdt =coY (14).
The model error component of the forward model prognostic equation is a single
term substitute for the conglomerate of missing physics presumed to mar the formula.
The calculation of this term and the origin of (14) are found in the adjoint model,
detailed in Section 4.b. Although non-zero model error exists in all prognostic
equations (4-10 and 14), in this study it is solved only for the 0, q and fi (4, 5 and 14
respectively). This is because a lack of advection is presumed to dominate the missing
model physics terms (Margulis and Entekhabi 2004). Thus, the variables/parameters
most sensitive to advection (, q) and mass continuity (fl,) possess a model error
component in their ODE.
The land surface prognostic equations, which remain unchanged from the ME01
settings, can be found in Appendix B. The land surface component consists of three
energy prognostic equations and three moisture budget equations. The three energy
prognostic equations solve for canopy temperature (T), ground temperature (Tg) and
deep soil temperature (Td) while implicitly treating effects of vegetation. The three
moisture budget equations solve for soil moisture at three discrete levels (W1, W2,
W3), all within two meters of the surface.
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Free Atmosphere
7q 
Mixed Layer
Sub-surface Layer 1
Sub-surface Layer 2
I Rad
RAU
RAd
Eg Ec Hg Hc
,I
w2
I
-I 
Sub-surface Layer 3
( Tg 
i- EJ
Figure 1: A depiction of the model described in Section 4. Boxed
variables are solved explicitly by the forward model. Double-boxed
variables signify those incorporated into the initial value
estimation. Shaded boxes indicate variables whose prognostic
equations include a parameterization for model error. Assimilated
variables are circled.
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The model requires a minimal high sampling frequency supporting dataset to
force the prognostic equations. Specifically, the model requires top-of-the-ABL solar
irradiance, large-scale wind speed, accumulated precipitation and surface pressure.
These time-variant terms are inserted into the forward model at each time step.
b. Adjoint Model
From the forward model prognostic equations, the model state variables will
evolve a temporal solution of the 1-D coupled land-ABL system. However, regardless
of the precision of initial conditions, this is no certainty that this system will
accurately reflect a true dynamical evolution. By assimilating time-varying data into
the model, it is possible to adjust the model solution toward the measurements for the
purpose of bringing the model solution (mapped to the measurements) closer to truth.
Data assimilation, and the process of minimizing the model-measurement misfit
requires the development of a parallel model.
Building off the state vector prognostic (13), the initial condition vector also
accounts for unknown processes corrupting the estimate. The initial condition vector
for model state variables is defined as:
y(t0 ) = f([) (15),
where 8 is a time-invariant random (unknown) vector. As in traditional data
assimilation methods such as the Kalman filter, The two unknown vectors, ot) and
l, are initially classified by their mean values ) and ((t)) and their covariances
(Ci and Ct((t,t')). The structure of each covariance is detailed in Appendix C. The
mean values represent the best estimates of prior knowledge of the parameters and the
covariances represent the best estimates of prior uncertainty.
The relationship of the observations and model states is given by:
Z =M(y)+v (16),
where Z is the measurement vector, M(y) is the measurement operator that maps
model states onto measurements and v is the time-invariant, unbiased measurement
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error attributed to Z. ME03 thoroughly describe the production of M(y) for the
observations assimilated in this study. In this study, as in ME03, the measurement
vector, Z, consists of radiometric surface temperature observations and 2 m
temperature and specific humidity observations, detailed in Section 4.c. The
measurement errors are assumed to be unbiased and are given by a covariance C,
To minimize the misfit between a measurement and model estimate, one can
invoke calculus of variations. The general problem can be classified by (17), often
described as a model response functional:
J = ff (y,a)dt (17). (17),
t
where J is a non-dimensional scalar and f is a nonlinear function of the Ns state
variables (y) and model parameters (a.4 The minimization of (17) is not an
independent process, however. It must obey the state vector function (13) lest it
violate the physics of the problem. Thus, (13) acts as a constraint on (17). Hence,
there exists a constrained optimization problem with Ns independent variables and Ns
constraints.
Given a large set of independent variables, the most expedient way to determine
the global minimum of a constrained optimization problem is the method of
Lagrange. This method consists of introducing a Lagrangian function (L) that
juxtaposes the function to be minimized (g(y)) with its constraint/s. We define the
Lagrangian function:
L = g(YIlY2,Y3,.YNs )+ Aq(X,X2,X3,.XMs ) (18),
where A is the Lagrange multiplier, a constant that is unique to the constraint
)(x ,x2 ,x3,....xMS), which is a function of Ms independent variables that may or may
not be coincident with variables y of g(y). Note that g(y) can exist subject to any
number of constraints (), where each new constraint requires a unique Lagrange
multiplier (A); such additional constraint terms are additively appended to (18).
4 Note that this objective function J need not only apply to model-measurement discrepancies but may also be used
to create convergence of unknown parameters or vectors.
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In the coupled land-ABL model, there are 12 state variables/parameters solved
and thus there must be 12 unique Lagrange multipliers, each one corresponding to the
constraint function (12) as applied to each of the 12 state variables. The model
response functional is adjoined to the constraint as:
L = f (, a) dt + | d - F(r)- d (19).
t t 'dt
The Lagrange multipliers, by virtue of their role in the adjoining of the model
response functional and the constraining function in the Lagrangian function are
labeled as adjoint variables. In this study, the model response functional (17) consists
of the model components to be minimized. Substituting these components into the
Lagrangian (19) results in (20):
J'= [Z-M(y)]Tcv [Z- M(y)]+ ( -fC1 (P -)+
ff f, 0(t) T CJ' (t', t )o0(t )dtdt" + 2 XT - F(y) - ]odt (20),
where the (J') follows conventional nomenclature for this expression, also known as
an objective function or performance index. The first expression represents the misfit
between measurements (Z) and model estimates (M(y)). The second term impairs
minimization when the initial condition random vector deviates from prior values.
The third term provides a similar effect but for the time-varying random model error.
The final term carries over from the earlier Lagrangian expression in (19). The
assimilation window [to, t] corresponds to the forward model integration limits.
The adjoint model, designed to solve for the adjoint variables required to define
and minimize the objective function, evolves from the first variation of (18) and is
given by (21):
- ~~~~ ~ [SIC[ZM(y)] (21),
at (dy ) (y )
where [ is the diagonal matrix of Dirac delta functions. The starting value of the
backwards integrating adjoint model (f - (tf)) is set to zero because the model
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response cannot be measured beyond the limits of integration. However, it also
unfairly biases the adjoint variable boundary conditions to zero, which causes bias in
the model error curves, discussed later.
From the adjoint variable solutions provided by (21), one can calculate the
gradient of the objective function with respect to the unknown vectors ot) and a
given by (22) and (23):
co-= O 0TC -o (22),
'O= f (t')Co,- (t',t)dt'- (t) (23),
'0to(t) )CJt" -
where C is the initial condition error covariance and C is the model error
covariance. These gradients, in turn, are used to minimize the objective function and
hence reduce model-measurement misfit. The minimization results from the
convergence of ot) and 8 through an iterative gradient search algorithm. Using a
steepest descent method given by (24):
u+ = -£ ) (24),
where up is any parameter and £ is the (arbitrary) scalar step size, ME03 solves the
update (25) and (26) corresponding to (22) and (23), respectively:
k7 pk_ %(Pk ) k )t ( ) (25)
k+(t) = (1 -,)k (t)+ qr, ff C,(t,t)Xk(t)dtI (26),
where k is the iteration step and i=ei/Ci (where Ci is the variable's uncertainty
covariance). The iteration process itself involves four steps: (1) integrate the forward
model with prior values, (2) integrate the adjoint model backwards in time using
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updated states, (3) compute the performance index gradients to update fi and gt) and
(4) repeat steps (1)-(3) until reasonable numerical convergence is reached for i
corresponding to the initial condition of the state variables with the longest memory:
(0, q, WI, W2 and ls). As described in Section 4.a, model error is solved only for those
variables presumed to have a significant influence on missing physical processes
(e.g., 0, q, and 13s).
As described in (14), model error () drives the evolution of is. In the solution
dh
of kps (21), the only non-zero component is d 2h Ah This expression determines the
evolution of As, which, by (26), defines aos. Thus, the time-evolution of a is shifted
according to the model response to the parameter, expressed through the adjoint
variable 2. In effect, the parameter responds to model guidance in determining its
temporal evolution, starting from l. Recall that l0 is calculated through the initial
condition estimation process, designed to converge on the optimal solution for f0 and
four other variables described above.
c. Dataset
The model estimates are optimized through a suite of observations suitable for
data assimilation. The First International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project
(ISLSCP) Field Experiment (FIFE) study done in Kansas, USA in the summers of
1987 and 1988 (Sellers et al. 1992) includes a dataset capable of providing all the
necessary observations to be assimilated in this study (Betts and Ball 1998).
Specifically, FIFE data provides surface radiometric temperature (Ts), and reference
level (2 m) temperature (Tr) and specific humidity (qr) observations, all at 30-minute
intervals. Two three-day periods of continuous, valid observations were readily
available: 4-6 June and 15-17 August 1987. These periods were chosen in part
because they represent dry periods to avoid potential complications due to cloud
cover (Betts 2000). However, these periods were used principally for early calibration
studies.
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Figure 2: Plots of key weather observations at the FIFE site for the period of
study in 1987. Dates given are in local time (CDT).
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The eight day period of 30 May - 6 June 1987 (day of year 150-157) provides the
longest, driest window of one week or greater during the season of observation. The
longer period is also equivalent to two synoptic time scales, which is ideal for this
study as discussed in the Sections 1 and 3.
FIFE also provides the radiosondes observations of W. Brutsaert (Strebel et al.
1994), launched at approximately 90-minute intervals during intensive field
campaigns. The period 30 May - 6 June 1987 contains a fair continuity of available
radiosondes data. By fitting an average of the early morning soundings in the ABL to
a quadratic function of h, the free atmosphere lapse rates needed in the forward model
(yo and q) have unique solutions each day that vary according to h. These estimates
do not evolve during the day, however, leaving open the possibility of error due to
advection or other local changes.
Figure 2 provides a sample of local meteorological data for the period 30 May - 6
June 1987. Taken from FIFE (Betts and Ball 1998) Subplots (a) through (d) show a
time series of surface air pressure, 2 m temperature, 5.4 m wind speed, and 2 m
specific humidity.
5. RESULTS
a. Effects of a constant /S parameterization
Figure 3 presents results designed to verify the net effects of subsidence
anticipated from theory. The subplots (a) through (e) depict the eight-day time series
of 9, q, 5, q and h as they differ between a model integration with a constant S
value (sub constant) and without any subsidence parameterization (nosub). The figure
indicates a clear net warming and reduction of mixed layer depth. In addition, as
anticipated from theory, the inversion strength at the top of the boundary layer
weakens for both 68 and ,. There is also a slight net moistening of the ABL, to be
discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 4 also presents an example of the net effect of subsidence through an
examination of the energy budget (a) and moisture budget (b) as defined through the
flux components of (4) and (5), respectively. Results from this figure indicate a net
reduction of surface sensible heat flux together with a slight reduction of the sensible
heat entrainment to balance out the net warming induced by a reduced mixed layer
depth. In the moisture budget, an enhanced dry air entrainment is present as the result
of including a subsidence parameterization, supporting a net drying along with the
reduced mixed layer depth. However, the net increase in surface latent heat flux
serves to counter this effect slightly.
Table 3 offers a more quantitative summary of the physical changes incurred by
the model resultant from a constant Ps subsidence parameterization. These values
serve to complement Figure 3 and 4 by displaying the mean change incurred by a
series of selected state variables and fluxes. The change is separated by the diurnal
time scale due to the diminished effect of the subsidence parameterization in the
nocturnal boundary layer.
In addition to the more obvious physical changes wrought by the implementation
of a subsidence parameterization, it is also necessary to evaluate changes to model
performance, including the model error and the assimilated variables' RMSE. Figure
5a (b) presents the model error from the 9(q) prognostic equation for the sub constant
and nosub cases. A clear disparity exists across most of the period for both the and
q curves, with the sub constant case mostly demonstrating improvement. Finally,
Figures 6a, 6b and 6c offer a comparison of the sub constant and nosub cases via
RMSE for T,, qr and T, respectively. As with the inspection of model physics in
Figure 5, Figure 6 further justifies model improvement with an apparent of reduction
of RMSE for T,. and qr, the variables most influenced by large-scale ABL divergence
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b. Effects of a time-varying l3_parameterization
The parameterization of subsidence is expected to provide non-negligible model
improvement by virtue of the improved (i.e., no longer neglected) physics. These
changes in physics were verified in Section 5.a. It is also anticipated that a time-
varying l estimation process should outperform a constant ,a scheme because the
former will account for changes in the evolution of large-scale subsidence over time.
One key indicator of the physical change from a time-varying As approach is the
subsidence velocity. Figure 7 depicts the model estimated mean ABL subsidence
velocity, calculated from (11) at each timestep (At = 1 min.) in the forward model.
The magnitude of the subsidence parameter used to create these charts is taken from
the midpoint of the range of initial draws that produces the best convergence of 4A(t)
in time under the time-varying scheme, to be discussed in Section 5.b (also see Figure
9). The value is A = 0.60 x 10-5s-l.
Without a thorough observational record of subsidence against which to compare
these results, it is difficult to assess the superiority of the time-varying scheme from
change to state variables alone. To determine whether a time-varying a, results in
improvement to the model, it is necessary to evaluate model performance. Figure 8
depicts the time-series evolution of the model error. Subplot (a) depicts the time-
varying ,a (sub) and sub constant cases of model error for 0, (b) shows the same for q
and (c) shows the model error for al. Unlike Figure 5, Figure 8 does not depict a
clear reduction in the magnitude of model error. The model error increases in the case
of oq,, and incurs negligible change in the case of coo. Further discussion follows in
Section 6.
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Figure 4: Changes in ABL fluxes due to the implementation of a subsidence
parameterization with constant A/s (4s = 0.60 x 10-5 s-l). All times are local; a one-
hour smoother is applied. Subplot (a) shows change in canopy (Hc) and ground (Hg)
sensible heat fluxes, sensible heat entrainment (Htop) and the total ABL energy
budget. Subplot (b) shows change in canopy (Ec) and ground (Eg) latent heat fluxes,
dry air entrainment (Etop) and the total ABL moisture budget.
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Figure 5: Model error (co) from the potential temperature prognostic equation (a)
and the specific humidity prognostic equation (b) compared between a subsidence
parameterization with constant f, (sub constant) and no parameterization for
subsidence (nosub)
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To better understand the robustness of this model enhancement, it is necessary to
evaluate its sensitivity. One key check for convergence of solution is a test of
sensitivity to initial conditions. Figure 9 shows the evolution of ,l(t) using a
systematic sample of draws from a range of As believed to best represent the ambient
atmospheric conditions. This test is completed for the both the sub and sub constant
cases. RMSE scores for all assimilated variables (T, q, Ts) help to gage the effect of
various A0 on model performance. The degree to which the curves converge in time
from the array of initial value estimates is fairly slow. As will be discussed in Section
6, this may be due both to the model error covariance decorrelation time scale in
conjunction with the length of the model integration. Figure 10 depicts the RMSE
score as a function of the tested /Ao values for (a) Tr, (b) qr and (c) Ts for the sub and
sub constant cases. The improvement here over the sub constant case is mixed. Only
qr demonstrates an consistency of RMSE reduction, but even then the improvement is
only slight.
6. ANALYSIS
a. Constant /i versus no subsidence parameterization
Figure 3a confirms a clear net warming due to subsidence throughout the period,
as anticipated from theory. The warming averages about +0.65°C during the daytime
(see also Table 3). Less expected is the result in Figure 3b, showing changes to the
mixed layer q. Although a diurnal minimum is consistently present in the late
afternoon, the net change is almost entirely positive (net moistening). This net change
is small, however, averaging about two orders of magnitude less than the ambient
conditions (Figure 2d). Examining the inversion terms in Figures 3c and 3d, there is a
conspicuous daytime reduction of do, but only a slight daytime increase of d, thus
decreasing the magnitude of the inversion in both cases, with obvious implications for
entrainment, as will be seen later. As expected, the mixed layer height is reduced
substantially by subsidence, seen in Figure 3e. Reductions of nearly 100m are
common in the late afternoons just before ABL collapse. Note that in Figures 3c, 3d
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Figure 6: RMSE scores for Tr (a), qr (b) and T, (c) compared between a
subsidence parameterization with constant P, (sub constant) and no
parameterization for subsidence (nosub). Scores for the constant parameterization
are calculated from model results where A6s is maintained at a discrete value of s o
indicated by the open circles. Units of AO along the abscissa are 10 -5 s-1 .
and 3e there is a conspicuous discontinuity near the time of ABL collapse each day.
This jump results from a slight change to the time of collapse owing to subsidence
inclusion and, thus, the significant discontinuity in the state variables. In general,
these results are typical of what was expected from theory. One can examine these
changes in more detail by studying the net changes to the ABL energy and moisture
budgets.
Figure 4a depicts the net change to the heat flux terms that define (4). The ground
flux changes are consistently negative, but with a strong tendency toward nocturnal
neutrality. This is likely because of the net ABL warming that reduces the surface
temperature gradient most during the daytime. The canopy fluxes follow suit, though
smaller in magnitude and very near zero at night. This follows theoretical
expectations exactly. It is clear, however, that the v
behavior of the total energy budget (the left-hand-sic
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Figure 7: Subsidence velocity estimated from
a time-varying subsidence parameterization
(A50 = 0.60 x 10-5 s-l). All times are local.
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entrainment. At dawn,
at the start of mixed
layer growth, the
previously negated term
presents a substantial
net positive forcing on
the budget, quickly
decaying into a net
negative forcing, as
expected from the effect
on O inversion in Figure
3c. From theory, and
based on the net
warming observed in
Figure 3a, it is likely
that the diurnal-averaged net change to Htop does little to reduce temperature in the
ABL compared to the effects of h reduction, hence the warming in Figure 3a.
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Figure 8: Model error (to) from the potential temperature prognostic
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constant ,l parameterization (sub constant).
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Figure 4b confirms the expected net negative effect of subsidence on Eop
(enhancing latent heat entrainment), in general. There is also a very consistent
daytime net increase from the surface latent heat fluxes, as anticipated from theory.
Figure 4b also depicts a good deal of Etp fluctuation during the daytime, however.
Specifically, on Days 152 and 156, there is a late afternoon spike in Ep for reasons
that are unclear, though likely attributed to the substantial collapse-time h
discrepancies. Looking at the total moisture budget term (e.g., the left-hand-side of
(5)), it is apparent that these fluxes serve to increase the net moisture in the ABL
column, confirmed by the net change to q in Figure 3b.
The physical effects of subsidence anticipated from theory are evident in the
model output. Table 3 confirms an average net ABL warming through the period of
more than 0.50 K from the significant mixed layer depth reduction. The warming is
tempered by the reduction in surface sensible heat fluxes from the ground and canopy
as well as the reduced sensible heat entrainment. In the moisture budget, the
theoretical net change due to subsidence was somewhat nebulous. Model estimates
indicate a slight net moistening of the ABL. This may be due, in part, to the net
increase of surface moisture fluxes from the ground and canopy. Note that the net
changes to the surface and entrainment fluxes diminish greatly at night, when change
to the mixed layer depth is minimal. Mixed layer depth reductions are significant,
averaging over 38 m through the daytime ABL, clearly driving the changes observed
in the energy and moisture budgets displayed in Table 3.
The key to verifying a net improvement to model physics is to examine the model
performance in the presence of the new subsidence parameterization. This is achieved
principally through an evaluation of RMSE scores for the assimilated variables,
where the best performance will coincide with the smallest scores as based on the
objective of the performance index described in Section 4.b. Though not always
coincident with the best model performance, a critical unknown parameter subject to
change in the presence of improved physics is the random, time-varying model error
vector: ao(t). Figure Sa shows that subsidence provides a notable improvement of coo.
There is a continuous reduction of Io by an average of 1.8 Wm -2, over 3.0 Wm -2 in
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places. There is also a consistent reduction of oWq, seen in Figure 5b, by an average of
2.4 Wm-2 , more than 8.0 Wm '2 in places. One theme resonant across both Figures 5a
and 5b is that |. bconsta < | , thus indicating a net reduction of model errorIsub~cnn nosub'
with no significant change to the behavior of the curve.
Figure 6 confirms a general net model improvement from a constant Al
parameterization via RMSE scores. Using a range of so estimates comparing across
the sub and sub constant schemes, there is a consistently formidable RMSE score
reduction for the two assimilated measurements most closely affiliated with mean
ABL divergence: T (Figure 6a) and qr (Figure 6b). The surface temperature
measurement, Ts, incurs a net gain of RMSE (Figure 6c). However, skin temperature
model estimates are generally governed by surface parameterizations, moisture and
radiative fluxes. Thus, it is not unexpected that an improvement to the large-scale
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ABL dynamics does not translate to a similar improvement at the surface. Figures 5
and 6 clearly demonstrate the potential influence of a subsidence parameterization on
improving model physics and model performance, hence justifying the investigation
of a time-varying a, parameterization.
From these results, it is clear that ABL subsidence plays a non-trivial role in the
dynamics of the model set to the conditions at FIFE. The consistent net warming and
substantial net h reduction warrant adequate subsidence parameterization. The
decisive model improvement shown by the implementation of a constant l
parameterization further supports additional investigation. The next step is to examine
whether a time-varying Al solution will help improve the ability to model these net
changes.
b. Comparing time-varying / and constant i
The improvement of model physics and model performance from the inclusion of
a constant large-scale ABL divergence parameterization to solve the mean ABL
subsidence present in the period of study (a.k.a., subsidence parameterization) was
expected and is evident in the model estimates. The more tenuous postulate is that a
time-varying subsidence parameterization (whereby both ,li and h vary in time) will
further improve upon the results of a constant parameterization. To test this
suggestion, it is necessary to scrutinize changes in the model performance.
To first gain a physical perspective of how the time-varying scheme directly
affects the model, Figure 7 depicts the estimated large-scale vertical velocity at the
top of the mixed layer (WL). It is consistently negative, indicating net subsidence. By
virtue of the scheme chosen, there is a large diurnal fluctuation, in accordance with
the behavior of h(t). Without local subsidence velocity observations, however, this
information alone cannot justify a net improvement.
As with the nosub versus sub constant case, tests of model performance are
needed to make an appropriate comparison. Three tests are considered here: model
error, convergence of solution and RMSE. As outlined in the experimental design
description (Section 3.a), a time-varying subsidence parameterization should enhance
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model physics to a greater extent than should a constant parameterization. Figures 8a
and 8b show somewhat mixed results with respect to that postulate.
Figure 8a shows a negligible change COo for the sub versus sub constant case with
the greatest error reduction around the time of the frontal passage. Figure 8b,
however, indicates a slight, but consistent error enhancement over the sub constant
case. This result would suggest to the first order that the time-varying ,l approach
fails over that of constant l. Given the incomplete understanding of the randon, time-
varying model error variable, however, such a result is merely inconclusive.
Additional tests are clearly needed to evaluate the performance of the sub case. For
reference, Figure 8c depicts the evolution of cos. The lack of a diurnal signal in
Figure 8c comparable to that seen in Figures 8a and 8b is evidence of the high
decorrelation time scale, necessary for adequate numerical stability and physical
relevance (see the covariance structure descriptions in Appendix C).
One method of evaluating the robustness of the time-varying s approach is to
check for convergence of solution. A critical component of functionality for the sub
case enhancement is the ability to properly diagnose the appropriate i(t) evolution.
Although the precise measurement of subsidence velocity in the atmosphere is quite
sensitive, the enhancement should create a reasonably precise 'cone' of Al(t) from a
systematic draw of 0 (such as in a simulation where ls o must be estimated from
local observations). Figure 9 illustrates a limited such capability. From an initial
range of 0.40 x 10-5 s-1, the initial condition estimation procedure reduces the
processing range to 0.28 x 10-5 s- z, ultimately converging to a range of 0.24 x 10 - 5 S - .
It should be noted, however, that the curves do favor the best convergence near the
time of the frontal passage around day 154, with some slight evidence of divergence
beyond that point. This feature may be indicative of a struggle to find convergence
across two different synoptic regimes. Values of 0 up to and over 1 x 10 - 5 S -K were
tested thoroughly and found to diverge consistently. In light of the influence of the
synoptic conditions, the degree to which the model converges seems appropriate as a
mean estimate for a period with some cloud cover evident, given results from the
literature (Table 1). One key shortcoming of
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this estimation, however, is the lack of response anticipated with respect to the
synoptic conditions. One would expect an initially feeble subsidence to yield to a
much more robust signal by day 155. However, this estimation result yields only a
slight decrease in time, again, serving more as a period mean. This is likely due, in
part, to the high decorrelation time set for this simulation (24 hours). This value was
chosen to allow the model to reach a solution by reducing degrees of freedom as well
as to smooth out any spurious divergence events. Though necessary physically, it may
also unintentionally weaken the model's ability to respond quickly in the presence of
a large divergence changes over a period of integration. It is likely that a dataset of
much greater length would provide some improvement to the rate of convergence.
The final judge of model performance is the RMSE score test whose results can
be seen in Figure 10. Scores were measured at the point of model convergence for the
same series of discrete /3So depicted in Figure 9. Figure 10a shows consistently higher
Tr RMSE due to the time-varying parameterization. Although the error gain is fairly
negligible with respect to changes seen in Figure 6a (especially for the higher value
,80 tests), the nosub-sub constant counterpart test, these results do suggest that the
best model improvement for Tr rests with a constant s parameterization.
For the 2m specific humidity variable (qr), there is a slight discrepancy of
improvement with sub versus sub constant (Figure 10b). The lower end of the
uncertainty cone produces clear net improvement, but this trend reverses for the =
0.70 x 10-5 s-1 and 0.80 x 10-5 s-1 estimates. Thus, for the majority of the range of fso,
qr is best solved by the time-varying scheme. In light of the dominant magnitude of
oq versus wo, as well as in the mixed layer fluxes, this is arguably a favorable result.
Once again, there is no improvement to T, seen in Figure 10c. No great
improvement was anticipated for this measurement, as described above with
reference to Figure 6. In general, the difference between sub and sub constant is
negligible, except toward the higher A/o values. It is unclear why these particular
values should contribute a net error gain.
Tests of model error reduction, parameter convergence and model performance
improvement for the sub parameterization indicate mixed results. The random, time-
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varying error parameter suggests a net gain of magnitude for q. Yet, only qr sustains
any reasonable degree of consistent RMSE score reduction against the constant
parameterization scheme. Clearly, the latter result is more robust. However, there is
also a net gain of RMSE score error for Tr and the time-varying As is subject to fairly
minimal convergence in time, weakening the case slightly. The latter shortcoming
may be alleviated with model improvements and new, longer datasets. These initial
results indicate the distinct potential for model improvement from a time-varying a8
parameterization, particularly with respect to the model moisture budget.
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7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND STUDY LIMITATIONS
This experiment demonstrates the potential for the resolution of a time-varying
subsidence / divergence parameter in the ABL. The results here, however, do not confirm
the ability to resolve subsidence. It is clear that without veritable measurements against
which to compare the model estimates, the validity of these results remains in question.
The next step, crucial to determining the viability of this approach, is to run a similar
integration where reliable subsidence or large scale ABL divergence measurements are
available, thus permitting a more complete assessment of model estimates. A successive
study may involve using a similar dataset with this or any other one-dimensional ABL
model. An alternative procedure could involve using a large-eddy simulation (LES) to
derive a set of subsidence 'observations' against which one could compare model
estimates with this or another one-dimensional ABL model.
If the viability of this subsidence estimation method were confirmed, additional
testing would be necessary with multi-dimensional models that resolve advection. In such
a case, the nature of the total model error would be vastly different and thus require new
experiments to determine whether cos can estimate fi(t). These tests should also include
cases of adverse meteorological conditions (within the limits to be expected by the model
at hand) to confirm versatility. As discussed in Section 6b, possible shortcomings seen in
the data, including a highly smoothed l(t) curve, may be overcome with model
improvements and longer datasets so as to avoid the numerical instability associated with
shorter decorrelation time scales. Longer datasets will also permit the study of change
across synoptic regimes. Although the results here do not indicate adequate resolution of
such change, it may be permitted subject to a reduced decorrelation time scale.
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8. CONCLUSION
This study examines the effect of large-scale ABL subsidence on model physics and
model performance with the objective of evaluating an alternative method to account for
this important physical process. Using a coupled land-ABL model with assimilated
surface measurements, the first part of the study qualifies the net model improvement by
a constant /3 parameterization (sub constant) over no subsidence parameterization
(nosub). Model estimates confirm most physical changes anticipated from theory. These
results indicate a small, but consistent reduction of model error. Model performance also
improves, given the significant reduction of RMSE.
The second part of this study tests the ability to model a time-varying ,fl. Model
performance experiments yield conflicting results. The magnitude of model error changes
little owing to the time-varying (sub) scheme (when compared against the sub constant
approach), though there is a minor, consistent increase of Iql. RMSE score analysis
reveals a net error increase for Tr, but a consistent decrease for qr. The latter studies being
the most robust of the comparative tests, these results suggest a favorable improvement
for the moisture budget of the coupled model owing to the implementation of a time-
varying , parameterization.
Evidence from the literature, confirmed by this study, demonstrates the need to
account for subsidence in ABL modeling when meteorological conditions are favorable
thereto. Given the frequently non-negligible influence of this phenomenon, it can be
highly beneficial to have an accurate estimate. For multiple-day modeling of the ABL,
the common constant As approach will not account for change in synoptic regime or any
local effects, creating a potentially inaccurate parameterization. This study indicates the
potential for improvement from a time-varying , approach. It is hoped that future
investigations, perhaps with more complex models and data assimilation schemes, will
consider adopting the time-varying a approach to alleviate unknown model error and
improve model performance in the ABL.
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF SYMBOLS
Units orDescription Units or[Dimension1
Large-scale ABL divergence -1
from Stull (1973)
Prior initial condition error
covariance
Canopy heat capacity
Deep soil heat capacity
Surface soil heat capacity
ABL growth proportionality
constant
Measurement error
covariance
Dry air specific heat
J m-2 K-1
J m -2 K-1
J m -2 K-1
J kg-1 K-1
Prior model error covariance
Thickness of soil layer 1
Thickness of soil layer 2
Thickness of soil layer 3
m
m
m
Transpiration from canopy kg m 2 s-
Transpiration taken from soil kg m-2 s-1
layer kg1m 
Transpiration taken from soil kg m-2 s-1
layer 2
Evaporation from ground kg m '2 s-'
Atmospheric vapor pressure Pa
Atmospheric saturation vapor Pa
pressure at temperature T
Dry air entrainment
Nonlinear function of state
variables and parameters
Nonlinear operator
Generic function to be
minimized by Lagrangian
Gravitational acceleration
Production of mechanical
turbulent energy
kg m-2 s-1
ms -2
m 3 - 3
Label Description Units or[Dimension]
Diagonal matrix of Dirac
delta functions with
[(] respect to observation
times
Numerical model
A t timestep s
Vector of time-varying
model parameters
Random, time-invariant
error parameter
Os
(50
Subsidence parameter s1
Inversion strength of 0
Inversion strength of q
£ Scalar step size
Mixed-layer bulk
emissivity
Ye
110)
K
kg kg 1
Lapse rate of 0 above h K m' 1
Lapse rate of q above h kg kg-1 m 1
Ratio of £ to Ca
Ratio of to C,,,
Adjoint variable /
Lagrange multiplier
Xh
Os
Adjoint variable for h
Adjoint variable for A3s
Potential Temperature K
Soil porosity
p Air density
Eddy fluctuation of air
density
Function constraint in
¢(x) Lagrangian
0T2
2(
Density of water
kg m-3
kg m-3
kg m-3
Random, time-invariant
error variance
Model error variance [y2 t-2]
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Label
b
CD
Cc
Cd
Cg
Ch
Cv
cp
CO, (tt')
dl
d2
d3
EC
_Eg
e
es(T)
f (y,a)
F
g(y)
g
Mixed layer depth
Sensible heat flux from
canopy
Sensible heat flux from
ground
Sensible heat flux
entrainment
Virtual heat flux
Model response functional
Objective function /
Performance index
iteration number
m
W m 2
W m -2
W m 2
W m 2
Latent heat of vaporization J kg- '
Model measurement vector [Z Y-1]
operator
Air pressure Pa
Eddy fluctuation of air Pa
pressure
Moisture infiltration into soil m s-1
layer 1
Mixed layer specific humidity kg kg- '
Flow between soil layers 1 ms 1
and 2
Flow between soil layers 2 -
and 3
Gravitational drainage from -
layer 3 m
Reference level specific kg kg-1
humidity
Downwelling longwave
radiation from above the W m 2
mixed layer
Downwelling longwave
radiation from within the W m 2
mixed layer
Upwelling longwave radiation W m2
from within the mixed layer
Upwelling longwave radiation
from the canopy into the W m 2
mixed layer
Upwelling longwave radiation
from the ground into the W m 2
mixed layer
Root-mean-square error
IC
Ta
1d
C)
O~o
(Oq
13
0)
Vm
V
Decorrelation time scales
Annual period days
Diurnal period s-1
Model error parameter [y t-1]
Model error for s [s t ]
Model error for 0 [K t-1]
Model error for q [k kg-1 1]
Mechanical turbulence m-1
dissipation parameter
Prior estimate of
random, time-invariant
error
Prior estimate of model t-1
error
Kinematic molecular 2 -1
viscosity m 
Measurement error [Z]
vector
h
Hc
Hg
Htop
Hv
J
it
k
Lv
M
pP
p'
Pwl
q
QI,2
Q2,3
Q3
qr
Rad
RAd
RAU
RCU
Rgu
RMSE
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Rnc ~ Net radiation absorbed by W m-2
the canopy
Net radiation absorbed by W m 2
Rng the ground
t Time s
Tc Canopy temperature K
Tel Deep soil temperature K
Tg Ground temperature K
T,. Reference level temperature K
T,~ Radiometric surface K
temperature
u ~ ~ Mean ABL eastward wind ms-
component
~up Generic parameter
v Mean ABL northward wind ms 1
component
-w ~Linearly averaged vertical ms 1
velocity s
w~~t Eddy fluctuation of vertical ms-
velocity
We Entrainment velocity m s-
WI Layer-1 soil saturation
W2 Layer-2 soil saturation
W3 Layer-3 soil saturation
wL, Ws Subsidence velocity m s-
y(t) State variable
Z Assimilated measurement
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APPENDIX B: LAND SURFACE PROGNOSTIC EQUATIONS
Surface energy budget equations:
dTCcdt =-Rc -Hc - L (Al)
dT g
dt 
dTd
d dt
-Hg -LvEg ) d (Tg - Td )
- -R Hg LvEg_)
2 (Z*Va) 2 g
Surface moisture budget equations:
1(PdW = -T (P.l - Ql 2dt 0d
dW 2
dt OA 2~ 1'~
dW3 1(Q _Q
dt Od3
1
PW 
,3
)
1
Pw
Ec2
Pw
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
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(A1)
APPENDIX C: COVARIANCE STRUCTURES
a) Model Error Covariance (Cap
i. Design
The unknown, time-varying model error, a is calculated iteratively by equation
(26). As described in section 4, the model error is meant to represent the sum of effects
from all physical processes unaccounted for in the solution of each state variable. The
error can exist in each forward model prognostic equation (4-10, 14). In this study,
however, the one-dimensional model is assumed to incur the majority of model error due
to the neglect of advection. Thus, is solved only for those variables believed to sustain
a large error (with respect to ambient variations, such as diurnal fluctuation) caused by
advection: , q and i.
At each iterative update in (26), for y = { , q, } the error, a;, derives from the
convolution of the adjoint variable 4 and an appropriate covariance C(t,t'). The
covariance factor allows model imperfection, conceived through the adjoint variable, to
be mapped back into the forward model. It does this by reducing the degrees of freedom
of the model error (to permit solution) and applying an appropriate magnitude (error
variance) to the error structure. Although the model error is presumed to derive from
advection, the error structure itself is unknown. In such a situation, an appropriate
structure for Co~ (Margulis 2002, Reichle 2000) is described by:
Ct. N(t,t) = exp (A7),
where 02a is the model error variance (units of [i '2) and is the model error
decorrelation time scale.
ii. Variance ( 2)
The variance for the three state variables is set to account for reasonable variation
in time by advection. For 6 and q, this means a flux, estimated to be around 20 Wm -2.
The parameter ,s is more sensitive. Without knowledge a priori of the subsidence
evolution in time, this variance must be estimated so as to permit the optimal solution of
,l(t) and is set to change according to the magnitude of ,8(t): lx 10- 16 Iiso 1, constant
throughout each iteration.
iii. Decorrelation Time Scale ( r)
Mathematically, is a smoothing time scale for the correlation function
(exp~f l) By smoothing the adjoint variables, it acts to reduce the number of
unknowns present in the model error, thus permitting estimation. It does this numerically
by assigning a relatively high correlation among temporally adjacent, discrete model
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error values. From a physical perspective, r is an isotropic correlation time scale. Its
numerical form represents, roughly, the time scale over which the missing processes are
correlated. In light of the sensitive, but slowly varying nature of subsidence and the need
to reduce model error degrees of freedom, Ts is set to 24 hours. Based on typical
advection time scales, r'6 and iOq are set to six hours.
iv. Numerical considerations
The numerical solution of the analytical model error functions present two areas
in need of adaptation. The process of convolution follows the signal-response example
described by Press et al. (1989). This numerical procedure necessitates a cut-off point for
the correlation function (e.g., a limit of correlation strength by which two discrete adjoint
variable solutions are correlated in the creation of the model error). This value is set 0.15,
to permit some high-frequency variation in model error, minimize undesirable inflation of
model error and minimize unknowns. An additional numerical issue arises because ,=0.
This boundary condition serves to bias the evolution of A from tf to to. To avoid this and
further complications from the convolution method, a damped, reflective boundary
condition is installed beyond the signal boundaries (to, tf) to assuage the zero-bias.
b) Initial Condition Error Covariance (Cap
An initial condition error covariance is defined for the estimation of initial values
for the state variables believed to have a longer memory and, thus, better estimation
ability through data assimilation (ME03). The variables W10, W20, Oo, qo and Af0 are
selected for estimation. The initial condition error, f, is random, but unlike c, it is not
time-varying. Its covariance is defined as a diagonal matrix with error standard deviations
(or) of 20 percent for W10 , W20 , f0, 2 K for 0o and 2 g kg-' for qo. Equation 25
incorporates C, into the solution for f.
c) Measurement Error Covariance (Cv)
Measurement error is assumed to be unbiased and uncorrelated in the model. As
such, C is specified to reflect commonly used model error standard deviations. The
measurements assimilated into the model in this study are Tr, qr and Ts. Each
measurement has a corresponding measurement error standard deviation of 0.5 K, 0.5 g
kg-1 and 0.5 K, respectively (ME03).
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